F

ew would
have guessed
in 1998 that
Peter Pickett
would embark on a
journey of creating
a world renowned brass
mouthpiece and accessory
manufacturing company.
However, after accepting a
mechanical engineering job
out of college in Lexington,
Kentucky, Peter spun up his
first lathe to do just that.

With the new shop situated in his backyard, Peter was able to turn his
fascination with trumpet aesthetics into trim kits for his instruments. In
the process of developing and creating a firm business foundation, his
focus turned to the design of brass instrument mouthpieces.
Peter’s engineering graduate studies revolved around acoustic modeling
of the trumpet air column and active control systems. Combining this
work with his BA in trumpet performance brought to bear passion and
skill, ensuring a lasting drive and ultimately an efficient and effective
business.

The design and creation
process of Pickett Brass
mouthpieces is not a
replication or reproduction of
any other company’s process
in the industry. Process
design, from the ground
up, has been painstakingly
thought through to provide
the best possible quality
in a strikingly efficient manner. From
in-house CAD software and one of
a kind tooling to heavily customized
shop management software, we have
created a business system that allows

us to focus on the musician, resulting in an
unmatched experience in the creation of truly
one of a kind mouthpieces that are second to
none in quality and design.
From humble beginnings, Pickett Brass has
transformed through the years into a world
renowned brass mouthpiece and accessory
manufacturing company.
Enjoy the craftsmanship and quality that we
have developed for you.

Made in
Lexington, Kentucky

We turn sketch and
metaphor into function
and form, utilizing an
efficient system of
measurement, design, and
manufacturing...
all under one roof.

Custom work

Who we do it for

now comes in
trombone...
The Pickett
trombone rims
are designed with
extreme care
to offer varied
strengths without
sacrificing comfort.
This results in
an extremely
comfortable rim
with the benefit

Trombone Mouthpieces

of accurate

and responsive
articulations.
Available in a
multitude of
diameters.

...any way you
can dream.
Our optimized cups and backbores
allow for a variety of tone colors. Pair
your cup with one of our comfortable
rim options to complete the ideal
mouthpieces for any situation.

cups
The Pickett trombone mouthpiece offer a variety of optimized cup
depths. Ranging from our Lead cup to our Deep cup, this allows for
quick customization to match tone colors for any setting.
The “M” (Medium) cup, Pickett Brass’ most popular model, is a
middle of the road cup designed to appeal to a broad range of
performance genres.
Our “S” (Shallow) cup provides more support in the middle and
upper registers, adding some extra brilliance and efficiency.
The “D” (Deep) cup features the most generous cup of our stock
options, providing a free-blowing experience. The extra depth
allows for a warmer and richer tone color in the lower register,
without sacrificing the upper register.
Our “L” (Lead) model offers a very shallow cup that will provide the
zip you need in any lead/commercial setting. Our lead cups can be
paired with the rim size of your choice, giving you the comfort of a
familiar rim, along with a very efficient shallow cup.

rims
The “C” rim is a classic trombone rim, with a pronounced bite and
relatively flat profile. The classic feel will allow for instant response
and crisp articulations while
offering a comfortable fit. The
“C” rim is featured on all of our
one-piece models.
Our “R” rim features a rounded
rim profile with a softer bite.
The rounded rim profile offers
a slightly wider feel, with a
little more relief entering the
cup, allowing for increased
flexibility in all registers.
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fast response and great customer service. good service and information.
i absolute love your work peter! i get more resonance on this mouthpiece than any other
horn. my colleagues noticed a difference immediately!
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